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QUESTION 1

A developer is using Create and Translate workflow with "Add to existing translation project" on assets with subassets. 

Which action should be taken to handle subassets? 

A. Only use AEM Machine Translation, where it is the only method supported on Assets with subassets. 

B. Subassets mime types must be defined in Day CQ DAM Create Asset Servlet or else they will be ignored. 

C. Make sure subassets are selected before starting the workflow; otherwise, they will not be translated. 

D. Select and remove the subassets from the translation job to void any potential problems. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://helpx.adobe.com/experience-manager/6-3/assets/using/translation-projects.html 

 

QUESTION 2

A company moves the InDesign Server from the machine that runs AEM onto a different machine. The InDesign (INDD)
files uploaded to the DAM no longer produce HTML, IDML, PDF, and XML renditions. 

What must be re-configured to fix this issue? 

A. The ExtendScript library in the Media Extraction step need to be re-imported from the new machine. 

B. The Links Folder Path needs to point to the new machine. 

C. The Extend Scripts in the Media Extraction step need to be re-imported from the new machine. 

D. The IDS Pool in the IDS worker needs to point to the new machine. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/experience-manager-64/assets/administer/ indesign.html 

 

QUESTION 3

A developer has modified the out-of-the-box DAM Update Asset workflow to include a Review and Approval Process
Step that generates a task whenever a new video asset is created or when a video asset is modified. However, when
the developer uploaded a new video to the DAM and has approved the video asset, it suddenly generated another
Approval Task after completing the previous one. 

The workflow launcher for both the Create and Modified events have been configured with the following: 
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What are the two things you can change to fix this issue? (Choose two.) 

A. Add the dam:status property in the exclude list of the DAM Update Asset Created event 

B. Add the dc:format==video/* condition 

C. Add the dam:status property in the exclude list of the DAM Update Asset Modified event 

D. Add the jcr:content/jcr:mimeType==video/.* condition 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 4

All assets a client has have XMP metadata applied. The client would like to capture this metadata in AEM at the time of
the upload. Which would you recommend as a workflow strategy to accomplish this task? 

A. Implement a workflow process to extract the relevant metadata and save it as tags. Modify the DAM Update Asset
workflow model to include this workflow process. 

B. Modify the DAM Update Asset workflow model to include the Extract Meta Data process. 

C. Create a new workflow model that includes the Extract Meta Data process, and run this workflow on the desired
assets. 

D. Implement a workflow process to extract the relevant metadata and save it as tags. Create a new workflow model
that includes this process and run this workflow on the desired assets. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/experience-manager-64/assets/extending/mediahandlers.html 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer writes the following code to programmatically copy an existing asset to another folder in the DAM: 
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After executing this code, the developer receives the following exception: javax.jcr.PathNotFoundException 

What caused this issue? 

A. The user lacks CREATE permission to the path /content/dam/projectB 

B. The path /content/dam/projectB does not exist 

C. The user lacks READ permission to the asset in /content/dam/projectA 

D. The asset in /content/dam/projectA/asset.jpg does not exist 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://experienceleaguecommunities.adobe.com/t5/adobe-experience-manager/ assetmanager-copyasset-
method-not-working/qaq-p/209732 
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